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Instructor’s Guide 
Overview for Educators 
Objective:  
Demonstrate that astrology doesn’t accurately represent the Sun’s motion through the constellations. 
Expansion activities additionally teach the concepts of lunar motion, and sidereal vs. synodic days. 
Grade Level: 
Targeted: Appropriate for ages 12 and up. 
Time Required: 
Minimum: 50 minutes. (100 minutes needed if all optional activities are performed) 
Next Generation Science Standards (Adaptable for 1,5,MS,HS): 

• ESS1.A: The Universe and its stars 
• ESS1.B: Earth and the Solar System 
• ESS1-1: Earth’s Place in the Universe 
• ESS1-1: Engaging in Argument from 

Evidence 

• ESS1-1,2: Developing and Using 
Models 

• SEP 2: Developing & Using Models 
• CCC 7: Stability & Change 

Aspects of Inquiry Cycle  

 

Zodiac Overview 

How long is Sun in 
each constellation 

Do all cultures 
have same 
Astrology? Hypothesis from 

table of data 

Build Model 

Data Interpretation 
Discuss 

observations 

Conclusions 
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Sequence of activities (minimum 1 class period or 1 lab block – preferred) 
 Engage:  Discuss what students have heard about Astrology (10 min) 
 Explore:  Construct a Heliocentric Model based on astrology (10 min) 

   Construct a Heliocentric Model based on astronomy (10 min) 
  OPTIONAL: Model the Moon’s orbit as the Earth orbits (10 min) 
 Explain: Discuss how actual solar motion compares to astrology (10 min) 
  OPTIONAL: Discuss Sidereal vs. Synodic days (10 min) 
  Heliocentric vs. Geocentric – The size of space (10 min) 
 Elaborate: Discuss: Do all cultures have same zodiac? (5min - optional) 
 Evaluate: Could any “link” between astrological signs & personality relate  

   to the sun’s position in the zodiac? (5min) 
    OPTIONAL: Stellarium exercise (20 min) 
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Instructor’s Guide 
Engagement: Digging into Misconceptions 
	  
Time required: 10 minutes 
Context: 
Begin with a discussion that allows you to judge the amount of knowledge and misinformation 
the students have about the signs of the zodiac, what astronomy is, and what astrology is. 

Discussion Activities / Questions: 
Begin by asking students to define each of the following. (Creating side-by-side lists can be an 
effective way of comparing definitions) 

• What is Astronomy? What are its goals? 
Astronomy is a science that explains observed phenomena in the sky using theories 
that can be formulated as equations. These theories both explain past observations 
and predict future observations. The fundamental goal of astronomy is to explain 
the physical workings of our universe. 

• What is (modern) Astrology? What are its goals? 
Astrology is a field of study that tries to predict the personality characteristics 
and life events of individuals based on the location of the Sun and planets using 
charts that have evenly spaced out positions for the zodiacal signs. It’s goal is to 
help people better understand themselves and when they should take certain 
actions based on charted positions of sky objects. 

• What is the Zodiac?  
o In astronomy?  

The set of thirteen constellations that the Sun passes through as it travels 
through the sky. The path of the Sun through these constellations is called 
the ecliptic. Each constellation is made of stars that people imagined as 
different pictures and the Sun spends a very variable amount of time in 
each. The length of time is defined by the area of the constellation on the 
sky and the Sun’s daily motion.  

o In astrology? 
In the western world, the signs of the zodiac are the twelve Greek 
constellations that span the majority of the ecliptic. Rather than using sky 
charts that reflect the actual sky, astrologers charts that assign the Sun to 
each of these 12 constellations for an equal amount of time. The position of 
the sun relative to these assigned times is called a person’s Sun sign.  
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Instructor’s Guide 
Explore: Stand up and become the Zodiac 
	  
Time required: 20 minutes 
Context: 
Students will make a human model of the sky, Earth, Sun, & Moon. 
Printed Materials: (available in Appendix A) 

• 13 Constellations of the Ecliptic 
• Moon, Earth, and Sun Signs 

Notes on Preparation:  
Print each of the graphics in Appendix A onto large pieces of paper. Alternatively, consider 
printing the graphics onto T-shirts (Yellow for the Sun, Blue for the Earth, Grey for the Moon, 
and Black for the constellations.) 

Instructions: 
1. Explain that you are going to do a demonstration about how the Sun and Moon move 

relative to the stars in the Earth’s sky.  
• OPTION 1: For each of the standard 12 astrological symbols, ask for a volunteer 

who has that astrological symbol. Next, ask for four additional volunteers to be 
the Sun, Earth, Moon, and Ophiuchus. Hand people relevant sign/T-shirt as they 
come forward. 

• OPTION 2: Ask for 15 volunteers willing to be part of this demonstration. Select 
a diverse set of volunteers and hand each person a sign/T-shirt. 

It is important to select either all adults or all children as volunteers to be the 
constellations, and for these volunteers to be of roughly similar in size. 

2. Ask volunteers to try and arrange themselves so that they appear in the sky the same way 
that they feel the constellations are arranged. Encourage them to discuss what astrological 
signs correspond to which birthdates to get at the answer. If students get stuck, tell them 
they can use phones/computers to look up the dates that correlate with different 
astrological signs (e.g. http://nypost.com/horoscope/). When they get stuck on 
Ophiuchus, remind them that astrologers leave it out so they can leave it out for now. 

3. Check the results. The most common mistake is having the constellations in the reverse 
order. Explain that Earth goes around the Sun in a counter-clockwise direction, and have 
the Earth orbit the Sun and verify it passes through Capricornus, Aquarius, and Pisces in 
that order.  (Image below is correct starting position). 
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4. Explain that newspaper astrology dates have the Sun in each constellation for the same 
amount of time. To simulate this, have student form a circle with their arms open all the 
way so that a constantly moving Earth has the Sun in each constellation for the same 
amount of time. Have the Earth orbit the Sun once, moving at a constant rate, and have 
the Earth announce when he or she sees the Sun enter each new constellation. 

5. Explain that real constellations are many different sizes. Have students roughly simulate 
this by spacing themselves out in a way that is more realistic. For the purposes of this 
exercise, assume that a person’s body, upper arm, and lower arm each represent 10 days 
of solar motion (e.g. a person with their arms all the way out is 50 days of motion wide). 
The table below contains the actual data for when the Sun is located in each constellation.   

 
 

Constellation Dates Number 
of Days 

Sagittarius Dec 18 - Jan 18 32 
Capricornus Jan 19 - Feb 15 28 
Aquarius Feb 16 - Mar 11 24 
Pisces Mar 12 - Apr 18 38 
Aries Apr 19 - May 13 25 
Taurus May 14 - Jun 19 37 
Gemini Jun 20 - Jul 20 31 

 

Constellation Dates Number 
of Days 

Cancer Jul 21 - Aug 9 20 
Leo Aug 10 - Sep 15 37 
Virgo Sep 16 - Oct 30 45 
Libra Oct 31 - Nov 22 23 
Scorpius Nov 23 - Nov 29 7 
Ophiuchus Nov 30 - Dec 17 18 

	   Credit:	  Lee	  T	  Shapiro,	  	  
	   http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/starfinder3/	  

6. Again, have the Earth orbit the Sun once, moving at a constant rate, and saying when she 
or he sees the Sun enter each new constellation. It should be very apparent that the timing 
is now variable. 

7. OPTIONAL: Set up the Earth so it is about to see the Sun enter Capricorn. Have the 
Moon arranged so that Sun, Earth, Moon form a straight line (this is full moon). As the 
Earth orbits so the Sun passes through Capricorn, have the Moon go from full moon to 
full moon. Have students describe what is seen from Earth.  
The Moon passes through the constellations just like the Sun does. It takes longer 
for the Moon to go from full to full, then to go from lining up with the same 
constellation to again lining up with that constellation. 
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Instructor’s Guide 
Explain: Solar motion & Lunar motion 
Time required: 10 minutes 

Context: 
Summarize what students observed. 

Discussion Activities / Questions: 
Create a detailed description of what was seen. Use the following questions as needed to 
facilitate discussion 

• Does the Sun move through the Zodiac the way that the dates in astrology imply? What 
are all the things that are the same, and what are all the things that are different? 
Same: The order that it goes through the 12 common constellations is the same for 
both astronomy and astrology. 
Different: The length of time in each constellation, astronomy has 13 constellations 
and astrology 12. 

• Astrology like in the newspaper calls the astrological signs “Sun-signs” and describes 
them as where the Sun is on the day of your birth. What is wrong with this description? 
Astrological charts divide the year evenly into 12 signs, but the actual sky isn’t 
even. This means a person’s astrological sign may not match the sun’s actual position! 

• Why do you think some people might believe astrology? 
They don’t know astronomy, so they don’t see the flaws. They think astrology is 
based on science. It is easy to believe something said with authority. Since 
astrology horoscopes are in the newspaper it seems like they should be true.  

• OPTIONAL: Which takes longer, full moon to full moon, or having the moon return to 
the same constellation? 
Full moon to full moon takes longer. This is called a Synodic period. The amount of 
time it takes to orbit relative to the stars is called sidereal. 

Vocabulary: 
Constellation: A collection of bright stars that shape a picture that is often associated with 

a story or myth. 88 constellations are officially recognized by the International 
Astronomical Union. (All others stellar patterns are called asterisms.) Stars within 
a constellation’s boundaries are often named after their constellation (e.g. alpha 
Centauri is in Centaurous)  

Ecliptic: The path of the Sun through the sky. 
Sidereal Orbit: How long it takes an object (such as the moon) to orbit relative to the 

stars. (Observer – Moon – Stars align). 
Synodic Orbit: How long it takes an object (such as the moon) to orbit relative to the Sun. 

(Sun, Observer, Moon). 
Zodiac: The set of constellations that overlap the ecliptic. 
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Instructor’s Guide 
Elaborate: A Diverse Zodiac 
Time required: 5 minutes 

Context: 
Not all cultures have the same constellation stories. Discuss examples and if time allows, assign 
students different countries to research online. 
Examples: 
Chinese: the ecliptic is divided into “28 Mansions”  
India: Similar to Chinese system and called Nakshatra 
Navajo: This native American culture tells many of its constellation stories through the “String 
Games.” Constellations were used to mark activities, for instance as “The Rabbit Tracks” (part of 
Scorpius) denoted when hunting should take place. 
Mayan: Referred to ecliptic as the Double-Headed Snake. Not all constellations are known; we 
know it included a scorpion where Greeks saw Scorpius, and Gemini was seen as a Pig.  
 
Resources: 
The Stellarium software (free: http://www.stellarium.org/) offers maps, artwork, and text for 
constellations from many different cultures. To view different constellations along the ecliptic, 
do the following: 

1. Press F4 to open the Sky and Viewing Options window 
2. On the Markings tab, check “Cardinal points”, “Ecliptic”, and all the options under 

Constellations. 
3. On the Starlore tab, switch between different options 
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Instructor’s Guide 
Evaluate: Astronomy vs Astrology 
Time required: 10 minutes 

Context: 
Verify that any misconceptions have been removed. 

Discussion: 
Does astrology reflect astrological motions?  
 
OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: 
Using Stellarium, have students look up the Sun’s position on the day of their birthday in 1582 
(the year our current calendar was adopted), the year of their birth, and 500 years from now. Ask 
them to describe what they see.  
 
As homework or as an extension task in social studies or English, have the students use 
Stellarium to find the section of sky that the Sun passes through on the dates that correspond to 
their newspaper astrology symbol. Print this section of the sky and define a new constellation 
that fills this part of the ecliptic, and write a story about it. 
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the students have about galaxies and their evolution through collisions and mergers. 

Appendix A Handouts for Galaxy Construction Activity 
	  

 

Appendix A 
Artwork for Zodiac Symbols, Sun, Earth, and Moon 

	  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 


